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Abstract: Face recognition (FR) is one of the most extensively adopted biometric approach for identity verification. The 

applications of face recognition can be seen in various sectors such as, army, business, public security etc. However, there 

systems were not able to detect the faces accurately when covered with scarf and masks, which degrade their overall performance. 

In this paper, an effective approach is proposed to detect the occluded faces with different head pose angles. To do so, the images 

are selected from the available dataset or can be taken in real time through camera. These selected input images are then analyzed 

carefully to detect the various face points such as eye, nose, mouth etc. Once the faces are detected from the input images they are 

converted to gray scale and HSV color images, so that their statistical features like mean, standard deviation, variance, skewness 

and kurtosis can be evaluated. These statistical features obtained from gray scale and HSV colored images are then concatenated 

together to form a single feature matrix. The feature matrix is then given to the CNN model for training and testing purpose. The 

performance of the proposed CNN model is simulated in the MATLAB environment in terms of various performance factors such 

as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall and Fscore. The simulation outcomes obtained proved that the proposed 

CNN model is effective and accurate in identifying the masked faces. 

 

Index Terms - Face recognition system, Artificial intelligence, machine learning, Conventional neural network, etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The community views face as a non-intrusive form to identify a person because it contains major discriminative traits. The face, 

unlike iris and fingerprints, may be collected without the consent or knowledge of the subject and is certainly considered a 

dominant and eminent personal attribute with enormous practical application potential [1]. Biometric recognition is the process that 

automatically identifies a person on the basis of their behavioral and biological traits ((ISO/IEC JTC1/ SC37) like face, fingerprints, 

retina, voice, hand geometry, iris, gait, and fingerprints. A set of traits like name, hometown, social security number, driver's 

license, financial account number, information about health insurance, etc. are required to identify the personal identity of a person 

[2]. Fig.1 illustrates distinct types of authentic biometric systems. 

Face recognition and fingerprints are used more extensively than any standard biometric technique for human recognition and 

identification. Although, a biometric system based on fingerprints is considered an old approach as it has been utilized for a long 

time but the system based on facial recognition had become increasingly common since precious twenty years. The system based 

on face recognition is replacing standard biometric systems because for identity it is considered a natural declaration and makes 

human verification more convenient due to its non-intrusive nature [3]. To illustrate, in fingerprints-based system need, a person 

needs to communicate with the system by placing his or her finger under the fingerprint reader, whereas this system requires an 

expert to validate the outcome. On the other hand, the face recognition system does not need involvement and can be checked by a 

non-person. 

Face recognition 

In recent decades, face recognition had become a major topic for research. Face recognition is useful in a variety of sectors like user 

authentication, smart home access security, homeland security, criminal identification, and small-scale applications for identifying 

the user. Face recognition's major goal is to minimize the rate of mis-categorization and to detect face it can be employed in several 

situations where computation would be rigorous [4]. The system based on facial recognition automatically identifies or verifies a 

person’s identity from an image or video by comparing chosen facial traits from the image stored in the facial database. During 

image processing image factors like quality, light variations, the person's stance, facial expressions, etc. must be considered [5]. It's 

commonly utilized in security systems, and it's similar to standard biometrics like eye iris recognition or fingerprint systems. 
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Fig 1. Distinct types of biometric authentication systems 

Challenges faced in face recognition  

The systems based on face recognition quickly verifies the identity of the person and are secure than standard biometric 

systems, but the face recognition system faces various challenges that diminish their efficiency like facial expressions, occlusion, 

head pose, etc.  Furthermore, face detection issues arise when face detection systems fail to detect partially obscured faces in 

various situations, like thieves stealing money from banks with their faces hidden behind a scarf, hospitals, and so on [6]. A lot of 

techniques were proposed by many researchers in the past to successfully identify individuals accurately which are described in the 

next section. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

During past decades various methods were proposed by different experts to detect the occluded faces effectively, some of them 

are defined here; S. Li et al., (2020) [7], established a HGL method to deal with the head pose classification by adopting color 

texture analysis of images and line portrait. Lu, Y., et al. (2016) [8], proposes the robust and fast algorithms for head pose 

classification from labeled head pose database by employing deep neural networks (DNNs).G. Giannakak is, et al. (2018) [9], 

investigates variations in head pose features in response to specific stressors to cover different stress affects. facial landmarks 

were detected by using 2D Active Appearance Models (AAM) model. Walaa Mohamed et.al., [10], introduced a new face 

recognition method based on OpenCV face detection technique. The goal of the propose method is to detect faces that exist in the 

image and trying to locate each face in a previously prepared database using simple variance calculations and Euclidean distance 

of extracted facial features. The features under consideration are eyes, nose and mouse. Ashok Kumar et al., [11], presented a new 

technique for human face recognition by using animage-based approach towards artificial intelligence. To remove redundant data 

from face images through image compression using the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2D-DCT).Vinitha.V1 et al. 

[12], proposed a hybrid model combining deep and classical machine learning to detect masked faces. The author used computer 

vision and deep learning to identify individual present in an image or video or a live stream was wearing a face mask or not. M. Z. 

Khan et al. [13], developed an algorithm of  face detection and recognition based on CNN that surpasses the previous developed 

face detection methods in terms of  information latency and real-time response. A. Jourabloo and X. Liu [14], proposed developed 

a technique called face alignment for large-pose face images by combining 3DMM and efficient cascaded CNN regressor 

techniques. P. Padeleris et al. [15], suggest a scheme for estimating human head pose based on images captured from depth 

camera. The outcomes received at the end of the established method performed pretty well in terms of effectiveness and occlusion 

tolerance.  

From the literature survey conducted, it is analyzed that a large number of approaches were introduced by a number of researchers 

in order to identify them asked faces accurately. However, these methods were susceptible to various problems which degraded 

their overall performance. Moreover, slight variation in lights or head pose angles, the traditional face detection methods were not 

able to extract face features from images effectively. In addition to this, the major loophole of conventional techniques was 

related to security issues i.e. these systems were not able to detect the individuals whose faces were covered with scarf or mask. 

These problems need to be overcome which can be done by upgrading the traditional feature extraction and classification models. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional methods, this paper suggested an enhanced feature extraction and 

selection approach that is based on the CNN model. In addition to this, the proposed CNN model extracts the various statistical 

features such as; 

• Mean 

• Standard deviation 

• Variance 

• Skewness 

• Kurtosis 

By calculating the statistical features of input images, all the crucial and important features are other than color are extracted 

from the images. This makes the proposed model more efficient and reliable. The main reason of using the CNN classification 

model in the proposed work is to reduce the complexity, by processing only those features that are important in determining the 

faces covered under masks. In this work, the images are selected from the dataset that is available online namely; MAFA. 
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Dataset used 

The MAFA dataset is a collection of 30,811 pictures of masked and non-masked people. The dataset is divided into two section 

in order to train and test the model. Out of the 30,811 pictures that are present in the dataset, we selected only 23,845 pictures in 

total and out of these 20,845 pictures, 20,139 images are utilized for training the proposed model and remaining 3,706 images are 

used for testing the proposed model.The detailed description on working of proposed model is described in this section. 

Methodology 

In order to detect the faces that are covered under masks effectively, the proposed method goes through a number of steps 

which are mentioned below; 

1. The first and the foremost step in the proposed method is to select the images randomly from the dataset that is available 

online or capture the face from the real world by using camera. 

2. Once the images are selected from the available dataset, the next step is to extract the features from these input images. To do 

so, the proposed model reads the original images carefully to determine different points in face which include masked region, face 

feature, eye, nose and mouth landmarks etc. 

3. After the face detected image is obtained, the next step followed is to convert the selected input RGB image into Gray scale 

and HSV image to extract their statistical features.The statistical features that needs to be extracted include; mean, standard 

variation, variance, skewness and kurtosis.The reason for converting the original RBG images into the grey scale and HSV images 

is because HSV has better color spacing than RBG which makes the features extraction process much easier and ultimately reduces 

the complexity of the proposed CNN system. 

4. The statistical features extracted from the gray scale and HSV images are then combined in a single matrix. This features 

matrix is then passed to the CNN for training purpose. The CNN model is initialized with specific parameters which are given in 

table 1 

Table 1: Specific Parameter Values 

 
Parameter Name Parameter Value 

Max Epochs 30 

Learning Rate 0.001 

Mini Batch Size 32 

Learning drop factor 0.1 

Learning drop period 20 

 

5. Finally, the proposed CNN model is tested and the results are obtained. The results obtained are then compared to the 

traditional models to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed model. The performance of the proposed CNN model is given in detail 

in the next section. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The performance of the proposed CNN model is tested and analyzed in the MATLAB simulation software. Moreover, the 

performance of the proposed CNN model is compared with the conventional RGB and HGL models in terms of various parameters 

such as; accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall and Fscore. 

Performance Evaluation 

The performance of the proposed CNN model is evaluated and compared with the conventional RGB and HGL models in terms 

of accuracy. The accuracy graph obtained is shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig 2. Graph for Accuracy comparison in proposed system 

      Fig. 2, represents the performance of the proposed CNN model and conventional RGB and HGL model in terms of the 

accuracy. From the graph, it is observed that the rate of accuracy attained in the proposed CNN model is equal to 95.43%. while as 

the rate of accuracy attained in the traditional RGB and HGL model came out to be 92.84% and 93.64% respectively. The results 
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clearly show that the proposed CNN model is more accurate and efficient in detecting the masked faces. The exact values attained 

by the traditional RGB and HGL and proposed CNN model is given in table 2. 

 

Table 2: Specific values for different algorithms 

 
Technique Name Parameter Value 

RGB 92.8400 

HGL 93.6400 

Proposed-CNN 95.4315 

 

The performance of the proposed CNN model is analyzed in terms of various dependency factors, which include accuracy, 

sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall and Fscore, and is shown in Fig 3. 

 
Fig 3. Different performance parameters 

Fig 3, demonstrates the performance of the proposed CNN model in terms of various performance parameters. From the graph, it 

is observed that the value of accuracy achieved is 95.43%. Also, the value of sensitivity and specificity in the proposed CNN 

model came out to be 100% and 85.93% respectively. In addition to this, the value of precision, recall and Fscore were obtained 

which came out to be 93.66%, 100% and 96.72% respectively. The exact value of these parameters is given in table 3. 

From the graphs and tables, it is observed that the proposed CNN model outperforms the traditional RGB and HGL model in all 

factors, thus making it the effective and reliable model for detecting occluded faces accurately. 

 

Table 3: Specific parameter values 

 
Parameters Value 

Accuracy 

 

95.4315 

Sensitivity 
 

100.0000 

Specificity 

 

85.9375 

Precision 
 

93.6620 

Recall 

 

100.0000 

Fscore 
 

96.7273 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed CNN model acts as an effective solution to overcome the various security related issues like detecting occluded 

faces. The performance of the proposed CNN model is analyzed and compared with traditional RGB and HGL models in the 

MATLAB simulation software. The results were obtained in terms of various performance dependency factors, these are; accuracy, 

precision, sensitivity, specificity, recall and Fscore. The simulation outcomes obtained in the conventional RGB and HGL 

approaches in terms of accuracy came out to be 92.8400% and 93.6400% respectively. On the other hand, when the rate of 

accuracy for proposed CNN model is evaluated, it came out to be 95.4315%. This increased accuracy rate makes our model 

efficient and effective. In addition to this, the value of sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall and Fscore is determined for the 

proposed CNN model whose values are 100%, 85.9375%, 93.6620%, 100% and 96.7273% respectively. These results prove that 

the proposed CNN model is more efficient, reliable and accurate in determining the occluded faces with different head pose angles. 
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